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地址 DELTA H SYSTEMS, INC. 
8847 Easton Drive 
Pickerington, Ohio 43147

国家 美国

州 Ohio

产品/机械
DELTA H SYSTEMS, INC. specializes in providing custom designed industrial thermal processing systems for your applications. Our dual chamber
furnace / oven designs are used in many industries including: aerospace aluminum heat treating, steel processing, ceramic drying and firing, industrial
finishing and plating, research and development, and educational institutions. Features include: gas firing or electric heat, custom atmospheres,
precision temperature uniformity and control, programmable setpoint controls, to programmable logic controls (PLCs), and touch screen interface
controls. Available Standard and Custom Thermal Processing System Designs Include: Batch process furnaces and kilns including: box, car bottom,
shuttle, elevator, envelope, tube, pit, split top, top loading, dual and multiple chamber, tool room, crucible, melters, and others. Continuous process
furnaces and kilns including: belt conveyor, pusher, roller, hearth, rotary tube, calciners, lehrs, and others. All systems are available with either gas or
electric heat and with either air or a custom atmosphere including endothermic, exothermic, nitrogen, hydrogen, inert, and others. Operating
temperature ranges are from 200F (100C) to 2750F (1500C). Industrial furnaces, kilns, and ovens are often critical elements in many production
processes. When a shutdown problem occurs and maintenance personnel cannot solve it, DELTA H SYSTEMS, INC. is called. Should we have to
travel to the plant site, costly downtime is incurred while the production system is shut down. In recognition of this critical and costly period for our
clients, we developed and received a patent for an interactive diagnostic device for industrial combustion systems. Our diagnostic system is a key
component in our service agreements and enables DELTA H to "change the paradigm" with emergency services. Our services not only decrease the
likelihood of having a lost time shutdown, but also enables us to quickly solve the problem, when it occurs, without having to go to the plant site.
DELTA H MAKES IT OBSOLETE TO HAVE TO WAIT FOR A SERVICE TECHNICIAN TO SOLVE A SHUTDOWN PROBLEM!
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